Notes on Matlab for Fourier Transforms
Matlab is a data analysis and visualization system for performing both simple and complex numeric
computations, engineering analysis and scientific graphics. It is installed on the lab PC's, and can use a textbased interface (i.e. you type in commands at a prompt) for computation.
We will only be using Matlab for one simple analysis in this example, but it has many other uses and high-tech
interfaces for solving scientific problems.
For our ECG recording, Matlab can be used to calculate the Fourier transform of a function or data set, and
display the results on the screen. To do this, you first need to have a data file with some form of periodic
function in the file (i.e. your ECG text-formatted data file). For this example to work, use your previously saved
*.txt file (the Labview output file, without a header and only 2 columns of x-y data). Open the file in WordPad
or Notepad to verify the format of the x-y values as expected. The ECG data file should look something like:

After starting Matlab from the Windows start menu, enter the following commands in the Command Window to
produce the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the data file. The commands to be typed at the Matlab prompt (the
“>>”) are in red; your specific information is in green; comments for each line follow the command in blue (you
don't have to type the comments, they are shown to help you understand what is going on!). A semicolon after a
line tells Matlab not to print out the results to the screen (this can be very annoying for long files!)
You may also use the command "clear" to clear all data from memory, and the up and down arrow keys give the
previous typed commands, so you don’t have to type them all a second time.
cd c:\users\be172s\desktop %Change the working directory to the location of the data file (here in a desktop folder)
dir %Check listing to make sure the ECG data file is there; the file may also be seen in the “Current Folder” pane in Matlab.
load ecg1.txt %load file "ecg1.txt" from the working directory into Matlab; note file names should not have spaces. You should see
the variable “ecg1” appear in the right “Workspace” window; new variables will appear here when defined.

y = fft(ecg1(:,2)); %Compute FFT of data in the file, column 2 (your y-data). The new variable “y” will contain the FFT data.
sec = length(ecg1)/1000 %Compute the number of seconds of data (here acq. rate = 1000 samples/second), typically around 3.0
seconds for your data file

y(1) =[]; %Delete the first value of the resulting array, which is the DC offset component
mag = abs(y).^2; %Compute square of the magnitude of the FFT (Note that a Fourier transform is a complex function). The
magnitude squared gives the power spectrum. Note the “.” must be included.

power = mag(1:ceil(length(mag)/2)); %Compute the power spectrum from mag as 1/2 the array (use only positive frequencies
which are in the first 1/2 of the resulting array)

freq = (0:length(power)-1)/sec; %Compute the frequencies (x-values) to match the above magnitudes, scaled to the actual
number of seconds

plot (freq(1:100),power(1:100)) %Plot the first 100 points of spectrum as Power vs. Frequency in a new window. Can try more
or less points to visualize the important parts of the plot.

xlabel (‘Hz’) %Add and x-label
ylabel (‘Power’) %Add and y-label
Save your final plot as an image file (i.e. *.jpg). The plot should show the frequency content of your ECG,
including a larger peak at your heart rate (in Hz). An example of such a power spectrum plot is:

